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Tips and insights
for empowering

new investors:



The fund's investment objectives, risks, charges and 
expenses must be considered carefully before investing. 
The statutory and summary prospectuses contain this and 
other important information about the investment company, 
and may be obtained by calling 1-866-455-3863, or visiting 
Upgraderfunds.com. Read it carefully before investing.
Mutual fund investing involves risk. Principal loss is possible. The FundX 
Upgrader Funds (“Funds) are considered “funds of funds” and an investor 
will indirectly bear the principal risks and its share of the fees and expenses 
of the underlying funds. Shareholders will pay higher expenses than they 
would if they invested directly in the underlying funds. The Funds employ 
an “Upgrading” strategy whereby investment decisions are based on near-
term performance, however, the Funds may be exposed to the risk of buying 
underlying funds immediately following a sudden, brief surge in performance 
that may be followed by a subsequent drop in market value. The Sustainable 
Impact Fund’s sustainable impact investment policy, which incorporates an 
analysis of environmental, social and corporate governance factors, may 
result in the Fund foregoing opportunities to buy certain Underlying Funds 
when it might otherwise be advantageous to do so, or selling its holdings in 
certain Underlying Funds for sustainable impact investment reasons when it 
might be otherwise disadvantageous for it to do so. The Funds are subject to 
the same risks as the underlying funds and exchange-traded funds in which 
they invest including the risks associated with small companies, foreign 
securities, emerging market, debt securities, lower-rated and non-rated 
securities, sector emphasis, short sales and derivatives. ETFs are subject to 

Stocks, bonds, and other asset classes have different risk profiles, which should be considered when investing. All investments contain risk 
and may lose value.

additional risks that do not apply to conventional mutual funds, including the 
risks that the market price of an ETF’s shares may trade at a discount to its 
net asset value, an active secondary trading market may not develop or be 
maintained, or trading may be halted by the exchange in which they trade, 
which may impact a Fund’s ability to sell its shares.

Past performance does not guarantee future results. While the funds are 
no-load and available on no transaction fee platforms, management and other 
expenses still apply. Please refer to the prospectus for further details.

Diversification does not assure a profit or protect against loss in a 
declining market.

Nothing contained on this communication constitutes tax, legal, or investment 
advice. Investors must consult their tax advisor or legal counsel for advice and 
information concerning their particular situation.

Any tax or legal information provided is a summary of our understanding and 
interpretation of some of the current income tax regulations. Neither the Fund nor 
any of its representatives may give legal or tax advice.

References to other mutual funds should not be interpreted as an offer of 
these securities.

The FundX Upgrader Funds are distributed by Quasar Distributors, LLC.
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In this Guide
Lesson #1 for New 

Investors: Start Early
(or Start Now)

pages 4-5

Tips for Investing
at Any Age

pages 8-9

Younger investors may not have a lot of extra 
money to invest, but they have another valuable 
asset: time. See how investing can turn time into 
money on pages 4-5. 

The next generation of investors tends to see their 
investments as a way to support the issues that matter 
to them. On pages 6-7, find out how you can help 
someone get started with sustainable investing, even 
if it’s not how you’ve been investing.

You can start investing at any age, and the sooner 
you start investing, the more time your money has 
to compound and grow. Turn to pages 8-9 to find 
out what to pay attention to at different ages and 
stages of life.

The Next Generation
of Investors Want to
Make a Difference

pages 6-7
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Inspiring the next
generation of investors
How did you get started as an investor? You may have started in your 30s or 40s 
when you felt like you had enough money to do so. Or perhaps you had family 
or friends who encouraged you to start investing. Maybe you were someone 
who had an early interest in investing and taught yourselves the ropes. 

For me, it was a little bit of everything. Serendipity led me to FundX where I 
learned about investing in noload mutual funds from founder Burt Berry. I was 
inspired to help investors make better financial decisions and I wanted to help 
level the playing field for individuals managing their own money. The rest, as 
you probably know, is history.

To that end, this guide is designed to help you share your wealth of knowledge 
with others and inspire the next generation of investors. You’ll learn why it’s 
so important for investors to start early in life, and how to support younger 
investors who want to invest in a way that can make a difference. And you’ll 
also find tips to help investors who are getting started at all ages.  

If you’re new to investing or know someone who is just getting starting, 
consider the FundX Upgrader Funds. The funds can help you own a diversified 
portfolio that’s professionally and actively managed for as little as $1,000. 

Need help deciding which FundX Fund is right for you? Give us a call at 
1-800-763-8639 and ask to speak with an advisor. 

Helping people invest is what we’ve been doing since 1969.

Janet Brown
President & CEO, FundX Investment Group

Money isn’t 
the only way 
to leave a 
legacy. Share 
your wealth of 
knowledge

The Upgrader won the 2018 Investment Management Education Alliance 
(IMEA) Star Award for best fund newsletter/magazine (small asset level). The 
Star Awards honor fund companies that have made extraordinary efforts to 
communicate with shareholders and support their investment goals. 
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In investing, time is money, and yet most people don’t start investing until later in 
life, usually when they’re closer to retirement. 

Those who can start investing earlier in life often have a tremendous advantage. 
While younger investors may not have a lot of extra money to invest in their 20s 
or 30s, they do have another valuable asset, and that’s time. And investing can help 
younger investors turn time into money. 

How investing can turn time into money
Investing can help you start to build wealth, but the real gains often come from 
compounding. Simply put, compounding is the growth of not only your principal, 
but also of the interest and gains on your principal. This can really add up over 
many years, as the experiences of two young investors shows.

Elizabeth started when she was 19 years old, a time when few of her peers were 
thinking about investing. She contributed $2,000 a year for eight straight years 
from age 19 to 27, and then she stopped investing all together. Even though she 
didn’t  invest any more money after age 27, she kept her $16,000 nest egg invested, 
and by the time she turned 65, her $16,000 had grown to more than $427,000.

Leslie, on the other hand, didn’t start investing until she was 30 years old and 
she had landed a steady job. She diligently put $2,000 a year into her retirement 

The sooner you 
start investing, 
the more time 
your money 
has to grow.

Lesson #1 for New Investors: 
Start Early (or Start Now) 

Jason Browne
Chief Investment Strategist
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account for the next 36 years. By age 65, she had 
contributed a total of $72,000 and this grew to a little 
under $375,000. 

Even though Leslie invested four times as much 
money as Elizabeth, she ends up with less money 
for retirement. How? The answer is time: because 
Leslie started investing later in life, she missed the 
opportunity to compound gains on 11 years of 
growth and contributions. (This example assumes a 
constant 8% return for both Elizabeth and Leslie.)  

The lesson here is that all things being equal, 
investing earlier in life can really help you get ahead.

Source: Morningstar. This is a hypothetical compounding exam-
ple using an 8% annual rate of return and is not intended
to predict or project investment results of any specific investment. 
Investment return is not guaranteed and will vary depending on 
your investments and market experience

The FundX Funds are designed for smaller accounts. 
When you invest in the FundX Upgrader Funds, you’ll 
own a full portfolio of funds that’s professionally 
managed for as little as $1,000. 

You don’t have to worry about which stock or bond 
funds to own now or what to do when markets change. 
We’ll do that for you. 

How to Invest
You’ll find the FundX Funds at most major brokers, 
like Charles Schwab and Fidelity, usually for no 
transaction fee. 

You can also invest directly with our shareholder services. 
Set up an account online at www.upgraderfunds.com 
or call 1-866-455-3863 to get started. 

This is just one example of the extraordinary power 
of compounding, and we hope you’ll share it with the 
young people in your life to encourage them to start 
investing as soon as they can. You probably already 
know how rewarding it can be to build wealth; now 
you have the opportunity to see how satisfying it can 
be to help others do the same.

You don’t need
a lot of money to
start investing

now 
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There has been a generational shift in how investors think about their investments. 
While most investors still want to build wealth and plan for a comfortable 
retirement, the next generation of investors, millennials and Generation Z, want to 
do so in a sustainable way. They see their investments as a way to support the issues 
that matter to them and to make a positive difference in the world. 

Morgan Stanley1 found that 86% of millennials are interested in sustainable 
investing, and they’re twice as likely as other investors to seek out companies with 
good social or environmental policies.

Sustainable investing isn’t limited to millennials, however. A 2018 Schroders2 

survey of more than 22,000 investors around the world found that 75% of people 
said sustainable investments have become more important to them in the past five 
years, and 70% of U.S. investors said they’ve increased their exposure to sustainable 
investments over this time period.  

We’ve worked with investors from their 20s through their 80s who want also want 
to invest sustainably. “I want to invest in a way that’s consistent with my values,” a 
sustainable investor in her 40s told us. 

Younger 
investors tend 
to be more 
interested in 
sustainable 
investing. 

The Next Generation of Investors 
Want to Make a Difference

Avani Desai
Portfolio Manager
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How can you help someone with sustainable investing, 
especially if you don’t have a personal interest in it? Here 
are a few ideas: 

1. Start with the basics
Sustainable investing follows many of the same rules 
as other kinds of investing. Sustainable investors still 
need to be diversified and think about potential risks 
and returns. So you might start by talking to new 
investors about the importance of diversification and 
risk management. 

2. Share your fund expertise
If you are a mutual fund investor, you could share your 
fund knowledge. Funds can be a great tool for sustainable 
investors, particularly for those who don’t have time or 
expertise to evaluate a company’s environmental, social 
or governance (ESG) practices. And there are many 
funds (like our Sustainable Impact Fund) that do this 
important analysis for you.

Given the many sustainable funds available these days, 
you might help a newer investor choose funds or show 
them how to tell if a fund is a concentrated sector fund 
or a more broadly diversified fund. 

You could also talk about broker trading fees and help 
new investors  decide whether or not to pay a transaction 
fee to buy a fund. 

3. Direct them to us 
We have been investing sustainably for decades and would 
be happy to talk with any investor who is interested in 
sustainable investing. We also share tips and insights on 
https://upgraderfunds.com/insights

1Morgan Stanley Institute for Sustainable Investing, “Sustainable    
 Signals” 2017 report 2Schroders Global Investor Study 2018

Three ways
to help investors get started 
with sustainable investing

A globally diversified portfolio of core
stock funds.

A portfolio that targets funds with strong  
recent returns and exceptional environmental,
social and governance (ESG) ratings. 

A fund that’s seeks out funds that actively
engage with companies to help them
move forward. 

A professionally managed portfolio  
for as little as $1,000.

Sustainable investing:
One fund diversified portfolio

The Sustainable Impact Fund (SRIFX)
makes it easy for investors to own a portfolio
of stock funds that have been screened for
performance and sustainability. 

SRIFX is designed for
investors who want: 

You can invest in SRIFX at most major brokers,
including Charles Schwab and Fidelity, often
without transaction fees.  
 
You can also invest directly through our
shareholder services: call 1-866-455-3863
to get started or go to www.upgraderfunds.com
to set up an account online. 

How to Invest
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Investing is not bound by age; you can start as early as you can and as late as you 
want. Of course, the sooner you start investing, the more time your money has to 
compound and grow. So in our opinion, the perfect time to start investing is now. 

Where you start and what you pay attention to often changes with your age and goals. 
Here are a few ideas of what you might focus on at different ages and stages of life.  

Age 20-35 - Keep it simple
Pay yourself first: When you’re young, perhaps in or newly out of college and 
exploring different careers, your primary goal should be to start saving money. While 
some debt like student loans are difficult to avoid, it is imperative to avoid or pay 
down certain debts like credit-card debt. 

Keep accounts simple: Focus on opening a retirement account like IRA or 
Roth IRA, if you qualify, and start making regular contributions to it. Sign up for 
your company’s 401(k) and see if your employer will match your contributions.

Keep investing simple: Nervous about investing? Mutual funds can be a great 
first investment. Funds can give you diversified exposure to different areas of the 
market and the globe, usually for a low minimum investment.  

Age 35-50 - A step ahead
Increase retirement contributions: Your retirement goal is still important, 
so try to bump up your retirement contributions every year, if you can, and keep 
investing your assets for growth.

What to pay 
attention to 
at different 
times in 
your life.

Sean McKeon
Portfolio Manager

TIPS FOR INVESTING AT ANY AGE
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Consider other goals: As you have more money to 
invest, you might open a taxable investment account. If 
you have kids, you could  open educational accounts. 

Plan for the future: If life gets more complicated 
and you feel stressed about managing it all, consider 
meeting with an advisor to talk through your finances 
and future plans.

Age 50-65 - Get your plans in place 
Retirement is in sight: You’re closer to retirement, 
so get your plans together. Whether investing on your 
own or working with an advisor, think about how 
you’d like to live in retirement and what you need 
do to make that a reality. Work out how much risk 
you need to take, your risk tolerance, your overall 
allocation to stocks and bonds, and what kind of nest 
egg you will need in retirement. 

Set up a trust and do some estate planning: If 
you are in good financial health, you will likely want 
to start thinking about trust accounts and legacy 
plans. There is comfort in knowing you have a game
plan for the future.

Age 65 and up - Focus on stability
Pay attention to risk: Keep a close eye on risk in 
the years right before and after you stop working since 
a market downturn could really affect your financial 
stability. Risk management becomes crucial now. 

Make your money last: Worried about having 
enough money? Consider when to take social security 
and determine how much you can withdraw from your 
retirement account without running out of money. 
Over time, you’ll likely want to focus on lower risk 
investments like bonds (unless you won’t need this 
money and you’re investing it primarily for your heirs). 

Set up continuity plans: Who will manage your 
portfolio if you can’t? Many of our private money 
management clients hire us as their advisor because 
they want to make sure that their assets and their 
families are taken care of no matter what happens. 

If you’d like to talk with a FundX advisor about 
becoming a client, call us at 1-800-323-1510.

Aren’t sure which mutual funds to own now? 
When you invest in the Upgrader Funds, you’ll own a 
portfolio of funds managed by our longtime advisors. 
The Upgrader Fund (FUNDX) owns funds with 
market-level risk, while the Aggressive Upgrader Fund 
(HOTFX) invests in sector and specialized funds that 
have above-average risk. 

Not confident about choosing bond funds? 
Let us do it for you. The Flexible Income Fund (INCMX) 
is a full portfolio of bond funds that’s built and managed 
by FundX advisors. 

Looking for growth and stability?
Consider a balanced fund like the Conservative 
Upgrader Fund (RELAX). This fund has 60% in core 
stock funds and 40% in our Flexible Income approach, 
which seeks to buffer the volatility of stocks.

Simplify Your Investing
with the Upgrader Funds

The Upgrader Funds can help you
simplify your investing at any age.



We execute the 
NoLoad FundX 
Upgrading strategy in a 
disciplined manner. If a 
fund or ETF falls in our 
ranks, we sell it and buy 
a higher ranking fund. 

“Even when I know 
what I should do, I 
have trouble acting 
on my decisions.”

When you invest in the 
FundX Upgrader Funds, 
we follow the NoLoad 
FundX Upgrading
strategy for you.

“I don’t have 
time to do the 
Upgrading myself.”

Investors in the FundX Upgrader Funds 
have professional money managers 
working for them. We monitor the 
funds–and the markets–and make 
any necessary portfolio changes. 

“I like to know that 
someone is watching my 
portfolio when I can’t.”

Why FundX
FundX has been managing portfolios of funds for individuals,

corporate retirement plans, and foundations since 1969.



Find updated portfolios and performance at

www.upgraderfunds.com

Simplify Your Investing
The six Upgrader Funds are designed to help you navigate changing markets and meet lifelong investment goals.

Equity
Capture Global Market Trends

Balanced
Combine Growth and Stability

Investors in this fund seek the growth 
potential of an equity fund with the lower 
volatility of a fixed income fund.

Global Growth FundFUNDX Upgrader Fund

Balanced FundRELAX Conservative Upgrader Fund

Global Growth & ImpactSRIFX Sustainable Impact Fund 

Global Growth & Tactical HedgeTACTX Tactical Upgrader Fund

Fixed IncomeINCMX Flexible Income Fund

Global Aggressive Growth FundHOTFX Aggressive Upgrader FundGlobal Growth FundFUNDX Upgrader Fund

Balanced FundRELAX Conservative Upgrader Fund

Global Growth & ImpactSRIFX Sustainable Impact Fund 

Global Growth & Tactical HedgeTACTX Tactical Upgrader Fund

Fixed IncomeINCMX Flexible Income Fund

Global Aggressive Growth FundHOTFX Aggressive Upgrader Fund

Flexible Income
Focused on Stability

Global Growth FundFUNDX Upgrader Fund

Balanced FundRELAX Conservative Upgrader Fund

Global Growth & ImpactSRIFX Sustainable Impact Fund 

Global Growth & Tactical HedgeTACTX Tactical Upgrader Fund

Fixed IncomeINCMX Flexible Income Fund

Global Aggressive Growth FundHOTFX Aggressive Upgrader Fund

Investors in these funds seek to participate 
in global stock market growth. The funds 
can invest in different areas of the markets 
as new opportunities arise, including large-
cap and small-cap, value and growth and 
international and domestic.

Investors in this fund seek the stability of
fixed income and seek a buffer against the
volatility of equities. This fund invests in bond
and total return funds, targeting those areas
excelling in the current market environment. 



     

Janet Brown
FundX President & CEO
CNBC “The Closing Bell”  
September 12, 2018

“Stay with what’s working, but 
have a plan for when things 
change,” FundX CEO Janet
Brown said on CNBC.

FundX
in the media

Invest by Mail:
Go to upgraderfunds.com 

to get an application

Invest Online: 
Go to upgraderfunds.com 

and click “Open a New Account”

Invest by Broker:
FundX Upgrader Funds are also 
available at most major brokers. 

FundX Investment Group 
is publisher of the monthly investment 
newsletter NoLoad FundX and advisor 

to the FundX Upgrader Funds. 

101 Montgomery Street, Suite 2400
San Francisco, CA 94104
www.upgraderfunds.com
1-800-763-8639


